A multi-block progressive modelling approach is proposed for enhanced fault isolation in batch processes. The unfolding of batch data typically leads to matrices with a large number of columns and this complicates contribution analysis. In order to rapidly focus fault isolation in batch processes, it would be desirable to employ multi- 
Introduction
Statistical process control (SPC) has been widely adopted to improve productivity and product quality without big investment of facilities. The most common SPC techniques such as Schewart chart and CUSUM statistics are generally referred to as 'Univariate Statistical Process Control' (USPC). They produce monitoring charts with control limits for a small number of variables to monitor those variables during the process (MacGregor and . However, this method is not very effective for processes with a large number of process variables because the USPC technique considers one variable each time and does not consider correlations among the process variables (Kourti, 2003; MacGregor and Kourti, 1995; Martin et al., 1996) .
Multivariate Statistical Process Control (MSPC) technique has been developed to overcome the limitation of the USPC. MSPC utilises multivariate statistical techniques, such as principal component analysis (PCA) and partial least square (PLS), to perform dimension reduction for the high dimensional process data with high level of correlations so that the nominal process behaviour can be represented by a smaller dimension latent variables or scores (Chiang et al., 2001; Kourti et al., 1995; Louwerse and Smilde, 2000; MacGregor and Kourti, 1995; Qin, 2003) .
MSPC techniques were first developed for continuous processes and then extended to batch processes. Batch process is the widely used processing type in industries such as biochemical, pharmaceutical, semiconductor and display manufacturing industry (Gallagher et al., 1996; Nomikos and MacGregor, 1995a; Wise et al., 1999; Yoo et al., 2004; Zhang and Edgar, 2006) . A big difference between continuous and batch processes is the process duration. A continuous process typically has a long processing duration once the process is started and the conversion from raw material to product is continuous. However, a batch process has shorter processing duration and the production is intermittent. In addition, batch processes have batch to batch variations meaning that each batch shows slightly different performances with the same recipe.
Batch process monitoring using the multivariate statistical process control (MSPC) method based on multi-way principal component analysis (MPCA) was proposed and developed by Nomikos and MacGregor (1994; 1995a; 1995b) . Since then, there have been many published researches on batch process monitoring using MSPC techniques (Gallagher et al., 1996; Kouti et al., 1995; Lennox et al., 2000; Nomikos and MacGregor, 1995a; Wise et al., 1999; Yoo et al., 2004; Zhang and Edgar, 2006) .
Monitoring charts in terms of the monitoring statistics, squared prediction errors (SPE) and the T 2 statistics, are produced and the monitoring statistics are checked with their control limits. Once a monitoring statistics exceeds its control limit, an abnormal situation is detected. Contribution plots (Miller et al., 1993) are typically used in fault diagnosis. Contributions from individual process variables to the monitoring statistics are produced to identify the process variables that are most related to the fault. However, this procedure is not able to determine if a variable is just affected by the fault or the variable is the cause of the fault. And it does not provide time information of when the abnormalities on the highly contributed variables occurred.
A progressive PCA modelling method was developed to overcome this problem (Hong et al., 2011) . However, it deals with all the process variables in the process as one data block. This may not be efficient when the monitored process contains a large number of variables and/or data samples. Multi-block method such as consensus PCA (CPCA) model (Wold et al., 1987) can be applied as alternative method to MPCA as it has multiple sets of scores and prediction can be carried out for the data in each subblock rather than the entire block of data. Therefore, each sub-block can be monitored individually and this can give the advantage of finding fault location more effectively in that the problem can be localised in one or a small number of data blocks (Wold et al., 1996 , Qin et al., 2001 . For a CPCA model, super score is used for computing block loadings for sub-blocks. As super score represents overall behaviour during a whole processing time, multiple sets of block loadings are all reflected by the overall behaviour. It means that the loadings for each block tend to exhibit a profile for a whole duration rather than a profile for each sub-block and it may not be ideal to analyze local process behaviours of sub-blocks.
A new multi-block PCA model is proposed in this study which uses block scores for computing a set of block loadings instead of the super score. Thus, a set of block scores computed by this method can address the behaviour existed in sub-blocks better than the one computed by CPCA method. The new multi-block PCA method is used within the progressive modelling framework to establish fault propagation path efficiently for batch processes. The proposed method is applied to the benchmark simulation of a fed-batch penicillin production process, PenSim (Birol et al., 2002) .
Three fault batches were analysed using three different modelling methods, the conventional MPCA, CPCA and the new MBPCA. These modelling methods were applied with the progressive modelling procedure to compare the performances. The proposed multi-block PCA gives better results than other two methods for all cases when it combines with the progressive modelling scheme.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the background of this study.
Section 3 presents the new multi-block PCA method and the proposed progressive multi-block modelling approach to identify fault propagation path. Application results on a benchmark simulated fed-batch penicillin production process are presented in Section 4. The last section draws some concluding remarks.
Background

PCA for batch process monitoring
Batch process operation data are generally stored as three-dimension data arrays, where the three dimensions are batch numbers, variables and sample times. Such data are transformed to two dimension data structure which can be analysed using PCA.
Multi-way PCA method is the most popular way to apply the batch process data into the PCA model. It has a step called data unfolding which transforms the three dimensional batch data into two a dimensional data structure. There are two popular ways for data unfolding: batch-wise unfolding proposed by Nomikos and Macgregor (1994; and variable-wise unfolding proposed by Wold et al. (1998) . Under batch-wise unfolding, the data from an entire batch is transformed into a long row in the unfolded data matrix. With variable-wise unfolding, each column of the unfolded data matrix represents a variable. In this paper, the batch-wise unfolding method is used to remove non-linearity in the data as PCA algorithm itself is a linear method.
Consider an unfolded data matrix X with a size of r×c. Each row of X represents a batch and a column represents a data point for each variable measured at each sampling time. A PCA model describes X as the sum of outer product of vectors, t and p. Thus, X can be expressed as
In Eqn. 1, t i is the ith score vector and p i is the ith loading vector. The reconstruction of X using the first n (n≤c) principal components can be calculated as
As the loading matrix is obtained from the normal data, it describes correlations among the variables under the normal operating condition. When a fault presents, it will change the correlation structure among the process variables and/or change the magnitudes of some process variables. These will be detected by the SPE and/or the T 2 statistics respectively.
Multi-block Methods
Multi-block PCA modelling is an alternative way of the conventional PCA modelling for improved monitoring analysis and efficiency. Many batch chemical processes have several phases and different characteristics and data correlations may present in these phases (Lu and Gao, 2005; Yao and Gao, 2009 ). In the conventional MPCA with batch-wise unfolding, only one score value is calculated to describe one batch and it would be difficult to describe a whole system containing multiple characteristics, because the score is calculated from the one loading set containing different types of correlations. Multi-block methods can be considered to model multi-phase/stage behaviour of the process because multiple scores are calculated for a batch from the sub-groups (phases/stages) (Lu and Gao, 2005; Yao and Gao, 2009) .
It means that a score for a sub-block is calculated using the loading set representing the correlations only for the given sub-block. Thus, it can represent its sub-groups better than the score from a single data block. It basically divides the data into multiple sub-groups for the divided groups to have their own correlation structures.
Therefore, each sub-block has its block loadings and scores.
There are several published multi-block methods. The first method called consensus PCA (CPCA) was proposed by Wold et al. (1987) . This CPCA algorithm is based on the ordinary PCA algorithm. A matrix of super scores of CPCA is the same as the scores of ordinary PCA, so it does not give more information than ordinary PCA (Westerhuis et al., 1998; AlGhazzawi and Lennox, 2008) . The only difference is whether data is arranged with multiple blocks or not. The algorithm of CPCA is shown below.
Algorithm of CPCA (in the case of 2 sub-blocks):
1. Set initial super scores, t 3 2. Calculate block loadings: p 1 =X 1 data separated by different phases. As CPCA uses the super score matrix for deflation of all sub-blocks as mentioned before, the fault is detected from monitoring charts of all sub-blocks which is not appropriate analysis as the fault is actually existed only in the 2 nd sub-block. In contrast, MBPCA method using the blocks scores for the deflation step, fault can be detected from the monitoring chart for the 2 nd sub-block only. However, MBPCA method produces block loadings by dividing the normalised super loading according to same order as the data is divided, and it can make the MBPCA method to be not good enough for fault analysis. The loadings represent correlation structure among the variables through the process time, therefore, for enhanced fault diagnosis/analysis performance, block loadings are very important as they should contain correlations for certain time period of sub-blocks. As block loadings for MBPCA method are just sub-sets of the super loadings, correlations in block loadings are already influenced each other and they are not actually specified for their own sub-blocks.
Progressive Modelling based on a New Multi-block PCA Method
A New Multi-block PCA Method
A new multi-block PCA model is proposed to achieve enhanced monitoring performance using the progressive modelling method. The procedure is very similar to the MBPCA modelling method. However, the proposed method does not compute any information matrix on super level. It computes block loadings using data from sub-blocks not using the super loadings whereas the MBPCA method uses information matrix on super level to compute both block loadings and super loadings.
The super score matrix can only provide overall monitoring information for the whole process time which is not focused on a specific behaviour. Thus, the proposed method does not involve super score or super loading calculation step. Block loadings calculation from sub-block data sets can produce correlation structures specific to the behaviour in sub-blocks. Therefore, the proposed method can compute block loadings contain more accurate information for each block than the conventional multi-block methods. The CPCA method uses super scores to obtain block loadings whereas the MBPCA method separates super loadings into the same order as the original data is divided to form block loadings. These two methods use information on super level to obtain information on sub-block level. This might affect the analysis results as information on super level is not specific for certain behaviour. Better results might be achieved if only information specified to certain process behaviours is used for model building.
Therefore the proposed method does not compute super level information but only uses sub-block data to compute sub-block scores and loadings. Thus, it is very similar to MPCA modelling, but it can produce multiple MPCA monitoring charts rather than one monitoring chart from the conventional MPCA model for easy fault localisation.
Data can be separated by various criteria such as different operation units, variables, or processing time. To determine how data to be divided, process knowledge and the purpose of modelling should be considered. In this study, modelling is carried out for fault analysis to find out dynamics of how the fault affects the variables over processing time so that data is divided by operation time. A brief description of the calculation steps is given below.
Algorithm of the proposed new multi-block PCA (in the case of 2 sub-blocks):
1. Perform PCA for each sub-block, X 1 and X 2 1.1 Set initial block scores, t 1 and t 2 by selecting the first column of X 1 and X 2 respectively. 
Progressive Modelling with Multi-block PCA
The progressive modelling described in (Hong et al., 2011 ) is applied with multiblock PCA to obtain all the variables influenced by the fault as procedure is described in Figure 2 . This procedure allows all variables influenced by the fault to be identified.
Mean trajectories from the normal data is used to replace the future data point for online monitoring. So that this proposed procedure can be carried on before the batch is completed. When a faulty batch is detected from the SPE and/or T 2 statistics at a certain time point on a certain sub-block, process variables on that sub-block showing high contribution to the detected fault are identified from the contribution plots at that time.
These variables are then removed from that sub-block and another MBPCA model is built with the remaining variables. If the model built with the reduced variables can still detect the fault, SPE and/or T 2 contribution plot is again used to identify more variables related to the fault in that sub-block. This procedure is iterated until no fault is detected on both monitoring charts for all sub-blocks. Then time series SPE plots for the identified variables are produced to get time information when abnormalities are observed which is used to obtain the fault propagation path through the variables.
As the model has sub-groups, this procedure is applied for each sub-group.
Application to a Simulated Fed-batch Penicillin Production Process
Process and data
The proposed method is applied to a benchmark simulated fed-batch penicillin production process. The fed-batch fermentation process simulation software, PenSim v2.0, was developed by Birol et al. (2002) at Illinois Institute of Technology and is used to produce both normal operating data and faulty data. For simplicity, every batch runs for 400hrs to have the same batch length. There are 11 variables measured every half hour. Table 1 lists the variables. Temperature (K) 10 Generated heat (kcal/h) 11
Cold water flow rate (L/h) This process runs in batch mode from the beginning until the amount of biomass reaches certain level and it then changes to fed-batch mode by having the main reaction with continuous feeding of substrate into the reactor. Batch mode normally operates during the first 45 hours when the total batch duration is 400 hours. Subblocks are formed by these two different operating modes. Sub-block 1 contains data collected during batch mode running whereas sub-block 2 contains data from fedbatch mode. Multi-block PCA models were built using 56 normal batches and an additional 15 normal batches were used to determine the appropriate number of principal components. Three faulty batches shown in Table 2 are studied using the proposed method. Data is unfolded by using the batch-wise unfolding method and auto-scaled before model building. Zero-deviation is applied to fill the missing future samples for on-line monitoring. For on-line monitoring, the future data to the end of the batch need to be estimated.
There are several ways to fill in the future data such as zero-variance method, current variance method and prediction. For this case study, zero-variance method is used to generate unknown future data. This method simply uses the mean trajectory of the reference batches to fill unknown data positions.
Fault Case 1: Abnormal change on substrate feed rate (-0.03%, Ramp)
The first faulty batch has a problem on substrate feed rate. The substrate feed rate is gradually decreased by -0.03% per hour. The lower substrate feed rate leads to less cell mass concentration than required and it results in higher DO level and lower carbon dioxide concentration and eventually lower penicillin concentration (Birol et al., 2002) . On-line CPCA can detect the fault on the Q statistics monitoring chart of sub-block 2 from operation time of 200.5h as shown in Figure 5 . However to avoid false alarm, the time point of 201.5h is used to obtain a SPE contribution plot to see which variable is highly responsible for this result. Both monitoring charts in block 1 are displayed from the batch beginning whereas the monitoring charts in the 2 nd block are displayed from 43.5h. This is because the monitoring charts for the 1 st block and the 2 nd block are computed using data from the batch beginning to 43h and from 43.5h
to the end of the process, respectively. Figure 8 indicates the 99% control limits for the contributions (Hong et al., 2011) . As monitoring charts for sub-block 1 do not detect any fault, it can be considered that the fault did not occur when the process was running under batch mode but it occurred in the fed-batch mode. Therefore there is no need to consider data from batch mode for fault analysis and fault diagnosis can be rapidly focused to sub-block 2. In the SPE contribution plot for sub-block 2, two variables, substrate feed rate (No. 3) and dissolved oxygen (No. 5), are identified as its SPE value is higher than its confidence limit. Table 4 . Table 3 where the times when the corresponding variables are detected to be abnormal are provided. As shown in Table 3 Table 4 shows the results of on-line modelling for the second faulty batch that has problem on variable #3 (substrate feed rate). It was suddenly reduced by 10% and kept at that level from 205h until the end of the process. Therefore, the sequence of behaviours occurred by this fault is expected to be similar with the one of the 1 st fault. This fault propagation diagram provides information on how the fault can affect the variables during the process. In this case, substrate feed rate has been detected the earliest so that it can be considered as the cause variable. The faulty behaviour on substrate feed rate, which is the reduction of substrate flow rate into the reactor, reduces growth rate. As a result, culture volume and carbon dioxide concentration are decreased and the generated heat and cold water flow rate are also reduced due to lower activation energy and temperature control. The fault propagation diagram shown in Figure 18 can support explanation how the fault affects the process mentioned before (Birol et al., 2002) .
Fault Case 3: pH controller failure
The 3 rd faulty batch has a problem on variable #8 (pH) as a result of switching off the pH controller from the beginning of the batch. As the reaction tends to have lower pH level, it results a reduction of the mass growth rate leading to lower production rate (Birol et al., 2002) . Table 5 shows the results by on-line progressive method with three different modelling methods. CPCA and new MBPCA identify eight variables as fault related variables whereas MBPCA model has only two variables identified.
Both CPCA and new proposed MBPCA methods can deliver appropriate time information and it can support the description by Birol et al. (2002) whereas MBPCA method does not. 
Conclusions
A multi-block progressive modelling scheme is proposed for the enhanced fault isolation in batch and fed-batch processes. As multi-block method can provide individual monitoring chart for each sub-block, fault isolation can be rapidly focused to blocks with detected abnormality. CPCA uses super score for deflation and prediction of sub-blocks and MBPCA uses block scores for deflation of sub-blocks.
These two methods generate blocks loadings from the super loading and it might not provide clear correlation specific for each sub-block. The deflation step in CPCA use super score and this might not be good enough as super score represents general behaviour of the batch through the whole process time, not specific for sub-block behaviours. For better analysis performance, model should well describe correlation structure for each sub-block and block score should be used for deflation and prediction of each sub-block. The new multi-block method proposed here has no calculation regarding super level, as it is not required to express behaviours of each sub-block. But it has block loading and block score calculations using data from each sub-block to capture behaviour of each sub-block without interrupting by behaviour of other sub-blocks. Progressive modelling with different multi-block modelling methods is tested on the benchmark simulated fed-batch penicillin production process, PenSim. The new MBPCA method and CPCA method can deliver better results for all given cases than the MBPCA method.
